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Place: Department ofmathematics 1--410 , Josai University
Date: January 20, 2011
                  Morning sessibn (ZO 00-l2rOO?
Masatoshilida (Dept.of Math., JosaiUnjversity)
"Certain spherical function on the Hermitian symmetric space
The spherical function on a Riemann symmetric space G/K plays an
in the representation theory of G, though their
few cases. In this talk, we see that the radial part of certain
function on Sp(2,R)/U(2) is essentia1ly the hypergeometric
variables (which was formal1y defined not in
theory) and give its integral formula.
TakeyoshiKog7lso (Dept. of Math., JosaiUniversity)
In th is talk, '
equations (abbreviated by LFE) of Fourier transforms of
introduce our recent research (with Fumihiro Sato) a$sociated to
objects as long as time allows.
HarukoNishi (Dept. ofMath., JosaiUniversity)
"A metric on the once-punctured torus"
I wjll exhjbjt a metrjc on the modulj space of quadrilaterals and explain
how it induces a metric on the Teichmueller space of once punctured torus.
e-
       Sp(2,R)/U(2)"
              important ro1e
  explicit formulae are known in
               spherical
           function of two
the context of the representation
"Hopf mappings and functional equations of the Fourier transforms of polynomials"
          I wiIl describe about po1ynomials which satisfy the 1ocal functional
                                           polynomi ls. I will
majnly explajn the history and the significance of LFE of poiynomjais. I wjI1




" neernoon sessfon a4:oov6:3o? k
i Hidekiva;achi (Dept.of Math., osakauniversity) k
k6'fCGOnaVrdelngeeL;htaOsfurT/ioCuhnMdUaerllyeSori.aitSs.itheGardinermMasurcompactificationandGeometry k
ig`ir;d?/:i2,i-,-IMi?Åésgri,ggiisicZt92f:/:,Z,:ttho,Ini,aSi,nl,8,ig:,Mg"ee,Alge,gf,!•i•:e:e:iili:aglp:/Y,ni,Olr"im,'{,e:Sg,`ip,ii:•S
i :hsilim,i,ti,s,f,'%2h,2:i6s,r,[,ag,s ,:h,Ls,ua,g,L?,n,e6?h ,rigu",]s,c}"ie an,ko,nx6px?:g, k
i 1 will give a geometric property of points of the Gardiner-Masur boundary. k
i`ITiQhh.e6.K,:,vahe"Tii.,,,(D,.e,P.:6.0I.,,M.at.h.',',,,?,S.a.5,a.Ci`YUni"e'Si`Y) k
" The famous Banach-Tarski paradgx sta.tes that two bounded subsets of the Euclidean k
i 2ig71•g2,:a?g,:,a:,i?g,po",eme•fiyi i,n,t,e,rii,o,r, 2r,zizq,tLd,e;o,vp,zs,gblg,wg';.h :s,?gcg,:,o,,. k
                                                                       k.i Axiom of Choice and Actions of free groups are central to the whole theory
k pienarytalk a6:4s-i7:4s? k
i Athanaseppadopoulos (IRMA, universitede strasborg et cNRs) k
i "Actions of mapping ciass groups on surfaces" k
k iwiit describe some rigidity resuits on the actions of mapping ctass groups on k
k some spaces, including simplicial complexes and spaces of foliations. k
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